
 Whatever Happened to Pharmacare? 
 
Friday, October 15, 2004 – At the time, it seemed a masterful stroke to regain 
the initiative in health care reform.  
 
When the Premiers emerged from their health care summit at Niagara-on-the-
Lake in early September with a proposal for a federally-run drug plan it seemed 
a neat answer to a ballooning cost centre in the provincial health care budget and 
a good way to boost and guarantee the federal contribution to health care. Too 
neat by half, some said. 
 
A pharmacare program that meets the criteria of the Canada Health Act is an 
extremely attractive prospect to most Canadians. But is the system ready for it? 
 
In an updated opinion piece that first ran in the National Post, the new Director 
of CPRN’s Health Network, Tom McIntosh, argues that there are some difficult 
steps still to be taken by federal and provincial governments before we can put in 
place a sustainable national pharmacare program.   
 
You can access or download a copy of Pharmacare and the Health Care 
Communiqué by clicking here. 
 
 
Fall Edition of NetworkNews now available 
 
Light reading for a crisp autumn evening? Maybe. 
 
Our latest issue of NetworkNews provides a collection of short descriptive 
articles on recent research and presentations from CPRN.  
 
Featured in this edition: Ageing and the prospect of skill shortages in the labour 
market: should we be worried?; The important role of arts and culture in 
establishing innovative cities; The latest chapter in the story of Quebec’s attempt 
to legislate an end to poverty; What’s being done across the country to improve 
the work life of nurses; An approach to intergenerational equity; EI reform, and 
much more. 
 
And, of course, our President’s Commentary – Judith Maxwell talks about 
creating a society for all ages.  
 
You can access or download a copy of NetworkNews #27 by clicking here. 
 

http://www.cprn.org/en/doc.cfm?doc=1107
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